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In 1998, Alternative Design raised the performance standards in ventilated rack systems with

its new Gende-Air Rack. Gentle-Air set new levels by reducing air velocities inside cages and

improving the airflow balance in all cages within the rack. The unit also dramatically reduced

the noise and vibration levels within the cages, making a more hospitable environment for its

research inhabitants. ~ i , .~. @
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In 2003, Alternative Design is once again revolutionizing ventilated caging with the

introduction of the Flex-Air Positive I Negative Ventilated Rack System. Working closely

with industry researchers and an independent testing laboratory, Flex-Air has been developed

to deliver superior research versatility and protection while substantially lowering labor and

operating costs. Its design also eases the workload on the animal caretakers opening their

time for other vital activities.

Flex-Air supplies features that have not been seen

in the animal research industory...and it only comes

from Alternative Design, The Better Alternative to your animal housing needs.
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. Cage multiple point air delivery and exhaust for more

~ evenlydistributed airflow.
~"
~ . Integral cage lid sealing system virtually eliminates air

exchange between micro and macroenvironments.

. Exclusive "MINI BARRIER" prevents contaminants from

entering cage interior from air intake.

. These unique features combined with Alternative Design's

low volume / low velocity airflow system provide superior :1~

protection for your research animals aIld the technician. ~ ~
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Patent Pending
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. Cage maintained mice for more than 24 hrs. after active

force ventilation failed with NO mortality.

H~ Air'sunique cage sealing and airlIowsystem prevents
contaminates &om entering the rodent environment and particulates

&om exiting . . . in both oPerating modes.~
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Supplies Balanced Distribution Of Air Throughout 0.4

The Cage For Better Moisture And Heat Removal. 0.3
-- Provides significant reduction of ammonia, humidity and

carbon dioxide levels at half the AC/H (AirChangesPerHour).

-- Maintains a greater static pressure differential in the room

providing greater levels of isolation -or- containment.

-- Lessens stress on animal inhabitants by lowering velocity,

noise, and vibration in the cages.

-- Airflow adjusts automatically to pre-filter load changes.

-- Computer adjusts fan speed for the number of cages in use.

~
Exclusive Air-Block Seal Design Virtually Eliminates

Contaminants from getting in -or- out of cage.

-- Completely integral to lid, no additional parts, do not have
to remove to clean or autoclave.

-- Seal combines with specially designed wire bar top and cage

edge to prevent air from escaping or entering cage.

-- Seal material tested to withstand over 200 autoclave cycles.
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No Cage Intrusion To Minimize Cage Contamination.

-- Mini Barrier traps contaminants at air entry into cage as an

added protection to prevent contamination to the interior

of the cage.

-- Multiple point air entry and exit along cage sides assures

even distribution of air.

-- Curtain of air provides more even drying of bedding and

removal of exhaust gases reducing required number of AC/H.

-- Air channels along the length of the cage trap contaminates

before they can enter cage interior.
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FlexY-AirTwo Fan

System

Higher Static Pressure Means Better
Isolation And Containment

PATENTPENDING

Built-In Integral Seal

PATENTPENDING

Multi-Point Airflow Design
FLEXY-AIR TECI--- - -
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Tests Prove No Contaminants Were Transferred

Into Cage Living Space.
It Prevented bacterial contamination of individual cages while

functioning in a highly contaminated macroenvironment.

It Protected the cage microenvironment while disconnected

from the rack system in a highly contaminated
macroenvironment.

Bacillus Subtilis Exposure Test

It Cage and individual docking ports were manually contaminated

with BacillusSubtilis to challengethe tonurous air path. Test

confirmed no contamination was transmitted to cage interior.

AVERAGE AMMONIA LEVELS, 14 Days AVERAGE LlHUMIDITY: CAGE VS. ROOM
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Additional BenefitsOf
FLEX~AIR Technologyl
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;; .- FlexY-Air's.open desig~ al~ows
~Wl!1.!5 lii!A.W" ~ more lIght to be distnbuted

evenly throughout all cage
locations. Making it easier
for technicians to see inside

all cages saves vast amounts
of time as well as helps them

identifYand respondto potential ~f
problemsmorequickly. ,

. No cageclamps to deal with.

. Easilychangesberweenpositiveand negativeoperation.

. No cagefIltermedia to maintain and change.

. 144 cageFlex-Airis < 83" tall to pass through standard

doorwayswhile still assembled.This eliminatesthe

chance of contaminants within cageslracksbeing released

into the animal holding room during disassembly.

. Only 13ft. lbs. needed to move unit.

. Easierto viewhigh and low levelcagesreducing time and

effort necessaryto monitor cages.

.. There are numerous rack designs to fit your

animal density and footprint requirements.

. No filter media greatlyreduces material and labor cost.

. Byoperating at 30 AC/H you are able to reduce energy

costsand the burden on your HVAC system.

FOOTPRINTS
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.. Provides up to 24 hour power failure protection.
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In this exatJlple, the Flex-Air Ventilated Rack System reduced the HVAC

requirements of a single room by over 77%. This means a real dollar savings in

not having to oversize your HVAC system to handle the excess capacity and

reducing your air conditioning and heating cost for that room by 77%. ~{rT1JilIN~;
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23.6CFM
exhaust

. Reduced HVAC requirements when connected to building exhaust.

. Virtually no room air is drawn through the exhaust.

FLEX~AlR
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2.865 CFM I
from room 1
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~ . Substantiallyloweringthe volume of air
<J I . h .

equates to owenng t e stram on your

system and pocketbook.
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AC/H Cage Supply Room Air Total CFM
Requirement

Flex-Air 30 AC/H 20.88 CFM 2.865 CFM 23.6 CFM

Other System 60 AC/H 40.1 CFM 97.0 CFM 137.1 CFM
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Flex~AirPositiveI NegativeVentilatedRackSysteP':
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. Ammonia levels of < 10 ppm after 14 days with only 30 ACtH.

. Less than 25 CFM @ 30 ACtH of exhaust per 144 cage unit.

. Over 95% containment of cage exhaust in positive pressure (isolation) operation.

. Near 100% containment of cage exhaust in negative pressure (containment) operation.

. Ultrasonic Vibration levelsare less than 0.1 in the cage.

. Integral Mini Barrier reduces risk of cage contamination while off the rack.

. Air velocities of < 10 fpm in the animal areas.

. Excellent visibility of the animals and more even light distribution in the cages.

. A rack can be disassembled for cleaning by two people in less than 5 minutes.

. The ability to easily connect to building supply and exhaust ventilation systems.

. Balanced Airflow within all cages regardless of the number of cages on the rack or the
position of those cages on the rack.

. Noise levels within the cage of less than 50 db between 400H and 20KH; Less than 2 db
between 20 KH and 100KH.

. Ability to operate in both positive and negative modes with only three cage components
and no damps.

ContactYourAlternativeDesignRepresentativeForAll TheDetails.
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ALTERNATIVE DESIGN
MANUFACTURING 0- SUPPLY, INC.

800-320-2459/ www.altdesign.com
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